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page nine
The Racers picked up an important Ohio Valley Conference win
Saturday, defeating Southeast
Missouri 85-72.

page seven
The 65th annual Campus Lights presents "Children of Eden"
today, Saturday and Sunday in Lovett Auditorium.
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Research grant supports biomarker study
BY TAYLOR EWING
STAFF WRITER

Murray State was awarded
$1,044,000 in grant money for an
environmental-research project by the
U.S . Environmental Protection
Agency and the Experimental Program to Stimulate Competitive
Research.
David White, the project director,
said only four states out of the 21 eligible nx:·el\'ed the EPSCoR grant •
"EPSCoR states arc those that have
been historically underfunded by the
federal government.'' White said.

"Each state was allowed to submit a
proposal, and only the top proposals
were funded."
The EPSCoR grant money will be
used for biomarker research both at
Murray State and the University of
Louisville.
"Biomarkers are occurrences in
nature we observe that give us
advance warning of a problem that
could occur in the future." White
said.
White said the project in Louisville
is focusing on the effect air pollution
has on humans, and the Murray State
project wiU concentrate on amphib-

ians and water contamination.
Howard Whiteman, one of the project's principal investigators, said the
purpose of the project is to try to
develop a biomarker for stress in
amphibians.
"We're catching animals in the
field, in Western Kentucky, and
bringing them back to the lab to take
visual images," Whiteman said.
"We'll be looking at how symmetrical they are, because symmetry is a
good indicator of stress. Then we will
try to correlate their level of stress
with the quality of water or the actual
contamination of the animal's tissue."

Whiteman said research on the
effects of water contamination on
amphibians is important because contamination could lead to a decline in
amphibian population. That snme
contamination also could have
adverse effects on human populations.
"Amphibians feel the effects fi~t
because they are susceptible to both
water and air contamination," Whiteman said. "If we can find an early
warning sign in frogs. we can prevent
the same thing happening in
humans."
Whiteman said seveml gmduate

and undergraduate students will participate in the project through a guided study during the next two years.
"It provides training to the students
involved, which will put them on a
belter career track." Whiteman said.
"Also. by developing these biomarkers, we hope to make a name for Murray State in this tield."
White said he hopell the project
will promote biological and human
sciences and help Kentucky receive
money for scientific research trom
the federal government
White said Murray State also is
going to host a national-level sympo-

sium on biomarkers.
' 'Symposiums get together all the
experts from around the country,"
White l>&id. •1"hey give talks and have
discussion groups to sec where we
need to go in the future."
White said there are different
EPSCoR programs at other .state universities like the University of Kentucky and Western Kentucky University. He said this grant says much
about Murray State.
"It shows we are equally as good at
doing research.'' White said. ''Our
faculty is as good and well-known ac,
any other in the state."

Board determines salary,
grants Alexander tenure
BY LoREE STARK
EDITOR IN CHIEf

Karri Wurth/The News

Murrpy State students and faculty marched on campus for the Martin Luther King Jr.
Remembrance March and Celebration Monday.

Students, faculty and staff
honor civil-rights leader
BY TAYLOR EWING
STAFF WRITER
Student~ celebrating Martin Luther King. Jr. Day
re-created a civil rights man:h Monday at the Martin
Luther King Jr. Remcmbrnnce March and Celebration.
The office of African-American Student Services
and Ethnic Programs and Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity
sponsored the program held in the Curris Cemer.

Students of aU races attended the program in honor
of Martin Luther King Jr. and hi!-. accomplishment<;
during the civil· rights movement.
''I came to the march. not only to show suppon for
Martin Luther King and civil rights. but also because
Martin Luther King was a member of Alpha Phi
Alpha frntemity," Johnnie Green, junior from Beattyville. said.

see MARCH /12

At a Board of Regents meeting Friday, Dec. 14, the board announced it had
set the salary for Univer:;ity Pre:;ident
King Alexander m $170.000 annually
and granted him tenure.
Alexander said he felt the salary was
fair and was willing to work for whatev~ the Board of RegenL'>--l!greed to pay
him.
"I'm fortunate to be working at a
great university. and I'll do the best job
I can, and the Board will pay me what
they believe lo be an appropriate
salary." Alexander said.
Board of Regents Chairman Sid
Easley said three factors go into determining the salary of the president.
"The primary factor that goes into
detern1ining the president's salary is
comparing it to the salary uf Kentucky
president.;," Easley said. "The second
factor that we considered was the fact
that the Eastern president hud been
installed probably two months prior to
Dr. Alexander, probably 3 months, and

we also con!'idered the salary of the
president that left. We were not unmindful of the market for people who are
capable of being president of a univer~i
ty. When you set a salary, you have to
always consider the fact that they might
lind jobs at other place!i that are equal to
or greater than the salary they get hl!re,"
Ea$ley said the decision to grant
Alexander tenure was a unanimous deci-

• I'm fortunate to be working at a great university, and
I'll do rhe best job I can-··'"
KING ALEXANDER

University PresiUc:nt
sion by the Board.
'The Board unanimously decided to
do this and set the salary at this
amount," Easley said. "Dr. Alexander
was going to be granted tenure at the
University of Illinois had he stnyed
there. Objectively, Dr. Aleltander b
overwhelmingly qualified academically
to receive tenure.''

Alexander said he was plea--ed the
Board thought his credentials warranted
tenure. Alexander ~aid he has not decided yet whether he will accept it or not.
''I've heard ~orne wnccms from faculty." Alexander said. "I was going to
go up for tenure at the University of Illinois this year. I was in the midst of moving toward tenure anyw·ay at another
institution.
At the meeting, it also was announced
J.hat Alexander will panicipate in the
American Counc1l on H1gher Education,
a panel comprised of educators from
across the United States to discuss topics concerning higher education.
Easley said the cruiber of educator.;
who are uppointed to the board make
Alexander's nppomtment a positive
reflection on the University.
"Dr. Alexander would not assume a
position of this kind if it did not enhance
the rcputauon of the Universiry,'' Easley
said. "I think it will help 10 adding to the
prestige of Murray State University. I
think it would help us in receiving federal funding and help us in attracting
very ~~apahle educators to serve Murray
State Uni\·ersity."

Murray restaurants meet alcohol regulations.
four cities in Kentucky to start serving
alcohol under the restaurant referendum
law. City officials visited other tOWfb
The regulations regarding the addition comparable to Murray that allowed
of alcohol-ser•ing restaurants to Murray alcohol in restaurants and found rest.au·
have been working smoothly for nearly rants in those cities had no problems
one year after Fifteenth & Olive meeting the food percentage, but their
became the first place of business to situations were still slightly different
from Murray's restaurants.
offer alcoholic bevemges.
''We visited a lot of towns comparable:
The Re:;mumnt Referendum. passed
in Nov. 2000, allows restaurants that to Murray and found they easily met the
seat I00 people and derive at least 70 30 percent, but they also had package
percent of their sales from food to sell stores and bars. so we still had some
alcohol. It ha., been in effect for nine concern early about the overall nummonths, and things are going smoothly bers," Elias said.
for City Admirustrator Don Elias, who
The percentages come into play one
keeps track of the Ogures.
year after a restaurant staned serving
All rune alcohol-serving restaurants in alcohol. At that point it must meet its
Murray reported alcohol sales of less required percentage under the law to
than 30 percent for the month of Decem- continue serving.
All of the restaurants beginning to
ber. according to numbers turned in to
Elias' office this week by the restau- sen·e at different times has cau~ a
rants. Of the nine restaurants, only Sat- slight problem.
urdays total :Ucohol-salcs average since
Elias said the solution is to have all
it started serving is more than 30 per- restaurants reapply for lil..-enses at the
cent. and its alcohol-sales percentages end of March, when the state licenseS
have dropped dnt'>tically from October- expire. but still give them the promised
December in comparison to its first two calendar year to make sure they are
months of serving.
below the allowed percentages tor this
After opening months of 49.38 and year.
Elia~ said starting in April 2003. the
42.88 pen.-ent or sales coming from
alcohol, Saturday's average has dropped calendar year for what percentages will
to 36 percent overall ufter percentages of be measured will end when the state
31.06, 29.67 and 28 during the lastthrce :Ucohollicenses expire.
Elias said city officials did not expe~t
month~ of 200 I.
Fifteenth & Olive also had alcohol to have nine restaurant~ serving under
percentages at more than 40 percent for the law within the first year. Those
its tirst two monthS, but ItS percentages restaurants, however, have significantly
have dropped to less than 30 percent for benefited revenue through the city'~ 8
the· last seven consecutive months. leav- percent tax on alcohol.
ing its total average at 30 percent.
Alcohol sales helve generated more
"(The re.staumnts') percentages are than $50.000 in revenue since April
dropping ncross the board'' Elia.c; said. 2000. Fifteenth & Olive h:t~ generated
"(The law) is working like it's supposed the most revenue, with Applebee' in
to, and the restaurants are working hard second after only three months, and The
Big Apple Cafe and Saturdays generatto meet the requirements."
Elias ...aid Murra) was one of the fin.t ing the third and fourth largest revenue
BY JASON BIWNGSI.fY
News EDITOR
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numhers. respectively.
''(Our move to Murray) bas been
hugely successful,'' Roben Danielson,
co-owner of The Big Apple Cafe. said.
"We•re glad to be in Murray; we love
Murray. It was pretty overwhelming at
first. but it's settled down a bit now."
Elias said the revenue collected from
the tax b divided among the Murray
Police Depanment. the city clerk's
office and his office for administrative
costs of enforcing the law. He also said
the police department would begin
receiving a larger share of the tax revenue in the future.
Lisa LoPiccolo, owner of Fifteenth &
Olive, said since the newer restaurants
like Applebees and The Big Apple have
opened, !>he has seen business go down
by about one-third compared to the
restaumnt'~ tirst month of serving alcohol .
''The lirst four or five months we
were very successful," LoPiccolo said.
"We were getting everything paid for.
We had to put a lot of money into (serving) because of construction we had to
make to the restaurant.
"Since the other restaurants opened.
it's been a struggle," LoPiccolo said.
"We're !'till ~uccessful, but it's been a
huge diflerence. Our lirst month (serving) we had sales of $113.651. (In
November) we had $55,000. The other
restaurants have made a huge impact."
LoPiccolo said she also wa~ concerned with the possibility of other
restaurants coming to Murray. The Keg.
located in Fulton. ha~ announced plans
of opening another restaurant in MlliT'.ty,
while restaurnnts that will not serve
alcohol such as Ryan's Family Steakhouse and Quizno's Subs also have
announced plans to cume to Murray.
"I think there are too many restaurants

see ALCOHOl./12
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Mumy AA meets daily
at American Legion
Alcoholics Anonymous, a
fellowship of men and women
who seek, by meeting together
and sharing their experiences,
to solve their problems with
alcohol, hosts nine meeting$
each week in Murray.
All but two of those meetings are closed meetings,
which means attendees are
willing to abide by the principle of anonymity.
The following meetings,
with one noted exception, take
place at the American Legion
Hall on the northwest corner of
Sixth and Maple streets: Monday, 6 to 8 p .m ., non-smokingi
Tuesday, 8 p .m .; Wednesday,
11 a.m. and 8 p.m.; Thursday, 7
p.m., Calloway Inn; Friday, 8
p.m., open; Saturday, 8 p.m.,
open; and Sunday, 4 p.m.

Fonner professor dies
from long-tenn illness
Gayne R. Nerney, a former
Murray State University professor, died Jan. 13 in his Murray home after struggling for
nine years with a long-term illness.
Nerney, originally from
Attleboro, Mass., came to Murray State in 1982 to teach philosophy and humanities courses.
In 1990, Nerney was awarded the Max Carman Teaching
Award at Murray State. He

was founder of the humanities
forum .
Nerney retired in July 1998
and became active in the
Catholic Church, teaching
adult religious classes at St.
Henry Catholic Church in
Aurora and leading small
groups at St. Leo Catholic
Church in Murray.

Designated driver cards
offer special discounts
Murray State's Student Government Association's designated driver cards arc available through members of the
organization.
Cardholders, when serving
as a designated driver, are entitled to free non-alcoholic
drinks at participating restaurants, which include The Big
Apple, Fifteenth and Olive,
Saturdays, Los Portales, The
Bull Pen and Applebee's.
Discounted food items will
be available only at Saturdays
and Fifteenth and Olive.

University receives grant
to provide scholarships
Murray State has received a
grant from the National Science Foundation for $253,374
to provide scholarsh ips to
students majoring in engineering, engineering technology, mathematics and computer science.
The grant is an extension of

tl1e

murray
~state

news

an existing sch olarship program, which will p rovide more
than $450,000 in scholarships
to Murray State s tudents
through the year 2004.
ln the 2001-2002 academic
year, the individ ual award
amount will be $2,500 per
year. In the 2002-2004 academic years, u nderclassmen,
including incoming freshmen ,
will become eligible for the
scholarship, and the award
amount will increase to $3,125
per year.
For additional information,
contact the department of
physics and engineering technology at 762-2993 or 1-800-

Women's Center to offer
assertiveness training

• PoliceBeat

The Murray State Women's
Center w ill hold an assertiveness training g roup for the
next 10 weeks with the first
m eeting from 12:30 to 1:45 p.m.
Thursd ay in Ord way Hall
room 301.
A fee of $3 will cover necessary materials for the class.
Students, faculty, staff and the
Murray
community
are
encouraged to attend.
For more information or to
register for the session, contact
the Women's Cen ter at 762-

Thursday, Jan. 17

Friday, Jan. 18
9:06 p.m. Three juveniles were play-

ing on an elevator in the Fine Arts
Building. An officer advised the juveniles to leave camp.us.

Saturday, Jan. 19

Murny State instructor
Award-winning journalist to receive special honor
Mas ter Tung C. Dinh w ill
to visit campus Monday

Editor In Chief: 762-6877
News: 762-4468
College Life: 762·4480
Opinion: 762-4468
Sports: 762-4481
Advertising: 762-4478
Fax: 762-3175
E-Mail: thenews@murraystate.edu ·

reported receiving two rude phone
calls from a phone on campus.
10:28 p.m. A Hart College resident
advisor reported he received two
prank phone calls from off campus. A
report was taken.

6851.

648-1334.

Murray State's department
of journalism and mass communications will host awardwinning Nashville journalist
Dwight Lewis for a day-long
campus visit Jan. 28.
Lewis, 53, a native of
Knoxville, Tenn., has been
with "The Tennessean" since
1971. He is a member of "The
Tennessean" editorial board,
as well as a weekend regional
editor.
Lewis will speak in several
journalism classes throughout
the day and present a public
lecture from 3 to 4:30 p.m.
Monday in the Curris Center
Barkley Room.

4:45 p.m. A Hart College worker

receive his fifth-degree black
belt from Grand Master Sung
Tae Kim Jan. 26.
Dinh started training in martial arts in 1980 and has been
teaching at Murray State since

1982.
Afte r the celeb ration o f Dinh 's accomplishmen t, Kim will
host a seminar for all of Dinh 's Tae Kwon Do s tuden ts on
the application of Hapk ido
an d Tae Kwon Do self
defense. For
in forma tion,
con tact Martial Arts America
at 753-6111.

Campus Briefly is compiled by
Mard Owen, assistant news editor.

9:40 a.m. Rush Trowel, senior from
Louisville, was arrested at the Fine
Arts Building on a warrant for fai lure
to appear in court.
12:21 a.m. The smeU of a controlled
substance was reported on the Hester
College second floor. No marijuana
was found upon officer arrival, but
alcoholic beverages were.
Noon Shoes were stolen from
Franklin College.
Noon A minor in Springer College
was found in possession of alcohol. A
housing disciplinary referral was
filed.
Noon A blanket was stolen from
Franklin College.
Noon A minor in Regents College was
found in possession of alcohol.
6:38 p.m. Bryant Arnett, non-student,
was arrested for driving on a suspended license at 15th and Main

was found in possession of alcohol. A
housing disciplinary referral was
filed.

Sunday, Jan. 20
1:44 p .m. A caller reported her wallet

and cht.>ckbook were stolen the previous day while visiting a friend in Elizabeth College. A report was taken.

Monday, Jan. 21
3:22p.m. A caller reported she found
a bag in the Regents College parking
lot with shotgun shells in it. The b~g
was picked up by an officer and
brought to Public Safety.

Tuesday, Jan. 22
11:47 a.m. A subject came to Public

Safety to report a bicycle in her front
yard on Hillwood Drive. The Murray
Police Department said they would
pick up the bike.

Wednesday, Jan. 23
6:37 p.m. A caller reported hearing
gunshots in the dorm circle. An officer
reported the smell of gun powder in
the area, but nothing was found .
Motorist assists - 4
Racer escorts - 1

Po/i,·e Bent is compiled by Mard Owen,
assistant trews editor, ljtitll materials provided by Public Safety. All dispatched
CJills are not listed.

streets.
11:15 p.m. A minor in Clark College

"The Murray State News" strives to be the University communi·
ty•s source for lnfonnatlon.
Our palls to present that Information In a fair and unbiased
manner and alto provide a free and open fonun for exiJI'8SSion and

debate.
"The Munay Sbltt News'' offers a hands-on leaminc environment

for those students .........._. in joumalllin or other fields ,......
to the production of a newspaper.
The campus press should be free from censorship and advance
approval of copy; and, its editors should be free to develop their
own editorial and news policies.

·You can't lick your elbow.

• Scholarships Available
• Loan Repayment Program
• Competitive Salaries
• Extended Education
• Flexible Scheduling
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State house unanimously passes
bill banning human cloning

Charities stop taking money
for Sept. 11 victims' funds

FRANKfORT (AP)- A bill that would make
human cloning a felony in Kentucky ;ipped through
the state House without debate.
Cloning became a hot issue tn Kentucky last yea.r
after a re.'ean:her in Lexmgton, Panayiotis Michael
Zavos, announced he was v.orking with an rtaJian
reproductive specialist to clone u human by 2003.
Zavo!> has said he see:. cloning a.-. a means of
allowing infertile couple to have children.
The House passed the bill 91 -0 without debate
and sent it to the Senate, where it is expected to pa<>s
easily. The governor has not publicly commented on
it.
Congress is aJ.,o C()nsidering a cloning ban. A
National Academy of Sciences panel on Friday said
cloning human beings for the purpose of reproduction is medically unsafe and should be banned. and
President Bush on Tuesday reitemted his support for
banning human cloning.
ln an interview with The Associated Press last
week . Zavos caJied the Kentucky bill naive and misinfonned and said that human cloning was
inevitable.
Zavos ha:- .said that if the federal government bans
human cloning. h1s organization would find another
country where it could carry out irs work.

NEW YORK CAP) - Having raised
$1 .5 billion to help victims of the Sept.
II terrorist attacks, some charities
have stopped soliciting money and
several others are debating whether to
shut down fund-rahing.
The organit.ntion~ say that ending
the fund-raising phase will enable
them to COflCCntrute on distributing the
aid. lt is also a logical move, they say.
since donations have slowed considerably m recent weeks.
The September II th Fund, which
collected $425 million in just four
months, called for a halt to donations
last week. The fund is operated by the
United Way and the New York Community Trust.
The Red Cross was the first to shut
down solicitations. It announced Oct
31 that it would no longer actively
solicit money for its Liberty Fund. the
largest of the private charitable funds.
The fund stands at $828 million, of
which $449 million has been distributed, according to spokeswoman
Devorah Goldburg.
The Twin Towers Fund. created by
former Mayor Rudolph Giuliani for
the families of the uniformed officers
who died in the attacks, has collc!Cted
$145.2 million and distributed $49.7
million as of Jan. 18.

Paducah student returning to school
after being shot last week In Virginia
PADUCAH (AP)- Stacey Beans plans to be
home tn a couple of days to recuperate before
returning later this seme:-.ter to the Virginia law
school where she was shot last week. her mother
said.
"It's bet:n positive just watching her," Bobbie
Wrinkle said of her daughter who was released from
Welhnont Bristol Regional Medic-al Center in Bristol, Tenn.
Two other students injured Rebecca Brown. 38,
of Roanoke. Va.. and Martha Madeline Short. 37. of
Clintwood. Va., were discharged Sunday from
Wellmont Holston Valley Medical Center in
Kin)lo;port, Tenn., said hospital spokeswoman Amy
Stevens.
Benns. a 1997 Paducah Tilghman High School
graduate, wa.<; shot once in the: chest during a shooting r..unpage at Appalachian Sch<Xll of Law last
Wednesday in Grundy, Va. The deM, a profes.<>or
and a student were killed
Beans has remained positive, her mother Bobbie
Wrinkle said. "She's been a real t.rouper;· she said.
" I am proud of her.'
Classes at the law :.chool are !leheduled to resume
this week. Beano; will recuperate in Paducah before
returning to school ao; soon as she can, Wrinkle said.

•world

World's oldest woman
celebrates 115th birthday
CO LOW ATER, Mich. (AP)- The
woman who holds the record a~ the
world's olde:.t person celebrated her
I 15th birthday with relatives at the
nursing home where she lives.
Maud Farris-Luse, who turned 115
on Monday, is listed by the Guinness
Book of World Records as the oldest
person in the world with documentation.
"If you stop and think about it, she' s
seen the invention of the radio. the
television, the space shuttle- she's :;een
everything," said granddaughter Susie
Crandall, 53.
Crandall said Farris-Luse cannot
speak or hear.
"I hold her hand and give her k.is~es
and tell her that 1 Jove her, but she
doesn't understand what's going on,"

she said. "If 1could tum out to be half
the woman that she's been, I'd consider myself lucky.''
f.anis-Luse has lived in the nursing
home ~>ince falling at home in 1991
and breaking her hip.
"She~ s still very healthy." said Tcri
DeMars, marketing director 'Of the
Laurels of Coldwater nursing home.
''She still drinks her milk every day
and eat~ all her meals in the dining
hall.''

Family of Thomas Junta
pleads for compassion
BOSTON (AP)- The brother of a
hockey dad convicted in the fatal beating of another father called the death
"a tragic accident'' and said he hopes a
judge will show compassion in sentencing.
Daniel Junta and Barbara Tracy. the
brother and sister of Thomas Junta,
spoke Wednesday on ABC's "Good
Moming America." It was the first
time Junta's family has ~(Xlken publicly about the case, which became a
")mbol of parental violence in youth
SportS.

lbomas Junta, 44. was convicted of
in\'oluntary m:mslaughter Jan. ll in
the death of Michael Costin, 40. They
fought after Junta objected to rough
play during a pickup hockey game in
Reading in July 2000. Costin was
superv1sing his three sons. Junta's son
and 'iCVeral other boys on the ice.
Junta faces anywhere from probation to 20 years in prison when he is
sentenced Friday.
Tracy said her brother had been a
"sports father" since his two children,
now ages 12 and 17, were small.
'1'here's never, ever been any problems," :-he ~>aid, saying the co'l.fronwtion between her brother and Costin
stemmed from "a very bad set of circumstances."
''I'm sorry Mr. Co:.tin p~ awaythat was terrible- but I would want (the
judge) to understand that he is a good
man, a good father.'' Tracy said.
• -t1J i¥OUid ju~ ask the judge to
have compas~ion for Tom," Daniel
Junta said. "I think this was a tragic
accident."

Afgban refugees
returning to country
KABUL, Afghanistan CAP)More than 8.000 people have
returned to a desolate region north
of the Afghan capital since the
beginning of the year, dc.,pite the
absence of housing and work. the
United Nations refugee. agency
said Wednesday.
Their desire to return home
even though the conditions are
•m~erable underlines the work
faced by the U.N. High Commi~
:-ioner for Refugees in the coming
months, when a.~ many as I million Afghans who Oed to other
countries are expected to come
back.
Since Jan. I. about 8.300 people ba,;e returned to the Shomali
Plain north of Kabul under a
UNHCR program to provide
them transportation and bare subsistence help, agency spokeswoman Mak.i Shinohara liaid.
The Shomali Plain, once noted
for 1ts vmeyards, has become a
wll!>teland
emblematic
of
Afghanistan's suffering in recent
years.
The returnees were given tent!>
and emergency supplies and aid
agencies began delivering material for building permanent shelter
on Wednesday, Shinoham said.

Gennan 'bio' troops goq
to Arabian penilsda
BERUN (AP)- Germany began
deploying troop~ specialized in
combating chemical, biological
and nuclear warfare to the Arabian
peninsula Wednesday fot a multinational exercise connected to the
u.s. campaign again~t terrorism,
the Defense Ministry said.
The 250-stmng contingent
began loading equipment, including 70 \ehicles, onto a ship in the
northern port of Cuxhaven Fifty
soldiers are to leave for the region
at the weekend. with the remainder to fly out at the beginning of
February.
lnterior
Minister
Rudolf
Scharping refused Tuesday to
-

january 2002

weekend Programs

Friday, January 25
w. KY l oat tt outdoor show o a s1c - Admission Is 52/adults & children 12 & under are free. Time Is
4p.m.-9p.m. For more Info call jeanette Story@ 270·436-2802 or Nancy Mleure @ 270-492·6477.
2. Talenc Show • hosted by SGA & CAB In Winslow @6p.m. First place Is $100, there Is no entry fee.
a. Cinema International • The Closet-admission Is free. The rllm begins ® 7:30p.m. ® curris center Theatre.
4 . A Dinner Theacre • At Kenlake Hotel, Room c. Featured film: Cliffhanger. Dinner@ 6p.m. Show @ 7:30p.m.
Reservations need to be made by Wednesday or each week. call 270-436-2399
s. "Children of Eden"- Sponsored by the Music DepL It starts @Bp.m. MSU scudents·$5, &Adults·$7, it wiU be
performt"d in Lovett Auditorium.
6. Indoor soccer Tournament - Beshear Gym Turns composed of s players. Entry fee Is $30. To enter or for more
info call 762-6984. Entry deadline is 1/24/02.
1. lust our l ulbs competlclon - Get your posse together to commemorate 2002 with a pose for the
photographers from the MSU Shield. Sponsored by the Shield & Elizabeth College @5·10p.m. In front of
Elizabeth College • Admission Is free- For more Info call 762·4495.
1. Pro Rodeo -sponsored by Murray Calloway County D.E.S. It starts @&p.m. @ EXPO cenrer. Admissions Is
$10 adults/children 7-12 $6 &children 6 and under free.

specify where next month's exercise would take place or which
other countries would take part,
beside:. the United States.
On the location of the exercise,
the ministry would say Wednesday only that •·further negotiation'
are necessary in thi<> regard." German television reported this
month that the troops would go to
Kuwait.
Scharping said the e'lercise was
"preparation for protection in a sit·
uation- which isn't foreseen but
can't be ruled out- where a population could be threatened" with
chemical or biological weapons.
Most of the contingent are to
return to Germany by early
Man:h. though the equipment will
be left behind so the force can
resJX>nd quickly to any threat.

overall damages to the bank of
$250,000. Dumalk.ina did not say
when the extortion took place.
The suspect was charged with
large-scale extortion and faces
seven to 17 years in jail with confiscation of property.

Austrian government
debates new elections
VIENNA, Austria (AP)- Austria's coalition government was
thrown into crisis Wednesday
after the far-right Freedom Party
pushed anew for early elections in
an escalating dispute over a
nuclear JX>Wer plant in the neighboring Czech Republic.
Emboldened by petitions calling for the plant's closure signed
by more than 900.000 Austrians15 percent' of the JX>pulation- former Freedom Party leader Joerg
Haider said new parliamentary
elections could be held as early as
the spring.
Chancellor Wolfgang Schuessel. whose right-ot:.center People's Party share!. JX>Wer with the
Freedom Party. sought to deflect
Haider's call for elections 18
months early.
Schuessel and others contend
that the Freedom Party's campaign to shut down the troubleplagued Temelin plant 30 miles
over the border is really a xenophobic crusade to keep the Czechs
out of the European Union.
The Czech Republic is considered a front-runner for EU membership and could join as early as

Russian police arrest
suspected bank hacker
MOSCOW (AP)- A 20-yearold Rus~ian hacker has been
arre~ted after allegedly breaking
into the computer network. of a
New York bank and extorting
money in exchange for not
releasing sensitive customer
information. Moscow police
announced Wednesday.
On Jan. 15, agents from the
Moscow department and police
from the Siberian city of Surgut
detained the man in Surgut,
Dumallcina said. Hb apartment
in Surgut wa' searched and his
computer confiscated. The
Moscow officers were involved
because the police in Surgut,
about 2.200 kilometers ( 1.350
miles) east of Moscow. do not
have a computer crimes department.
The suspect, whom police
identified only by his first name
Nikolai. is accused of extorting
money from an unnamed bank in
the state of New York after he
bmke into the computer system.
Police :.aid the bank P'lid him
$10.000 in three trunsfers to a
commercial banlc in Surgut, but
estimated that the hacker caused
-

2004.
The Freedom Party has gained
influence in Austria by exploiting
fears that EU expansion into former communist countries of Eastem Europe will trigger an influx
of jobless immigrants.
The Temelin plant ha'l been
taken off-line repeatedly for a
wide range of technical troubles,
leading to fears that a Chemobylstyle reactor meltdown would
endanger Austria, which has no
noclear plant<;.
World Briefly is compiled by
News Editor Jason BiJlingsley.

- -- - -
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Woocll.mds Nature scaclon-Day - with Eagles Tour. 8a.m.-Noon & 1p.m.-4p.m. Registration Is limited call
270-924-2020. Cost $32 per person. Registration can be done on weekdays from &a.m.-4:30p.m.
Annual w. KY IOat tt outdoor show o RSIC - Admission Is $2/adults &children 12 & under are free. Time
Is 10a.m.-9p.m. For more Info call jeanette Story Iii 270·436-2802 or Nancy Mleure tv 270·492·6477.
Nashville Predacon • campus Recreation will sponsor a trip to see the Predators take on the Anaheim
Mighty Ducks (NHLI. A van will leave the currls Center rw 4p.m. There Is a $20 fee (covers ticket &van) For
more info call 762-4458. Game starts @ 7p.m.
A Dinner Theatre· At Kenlake Hotel, Room c. Featured film: Cliffhanger. Dinner® 6p.m. Show @ 7:30p.m.
Reservations need to be made by Wednesday of each week. can 270-436-2399
cinema lnternaclonal ·The Closet-admission Is free. The film begins ® 7:30p.m. @ currls center Theatre.
"Children of Eden"· Sponsored by the Music Dept.. It starts @Bp.m. MSU students·SS, & Adults·$7, It will be
performed In Lovett Auditorium.
lit screen TV sports· in currls Center TV Lounge& Stables. Time Is Noon to 4p.m.
Indoor socce r Tournament · Beshear Gym Teams composed or s players.. Entry fee Is SlO. To enter of for
more info call 762·6984. Entry deadline Is 1/24/02.
Ellubech college - Classic Comedy cavalcade. comedy videos from the Golden Age of Television-Red Skelton,
jack Benny, Sid Ceasar, johnny carson & more. 1-5p.m. @Elizabeth college front lounge.
Pro Rodeo - sponsored by Murray calloway County D.E.S. It starts fl: 8p.m.@ EXPO Center. Admissions is
S10 adults/children 7-12 $6 &children 6 and under free.
Rifle Tourney - At Roy Stewart Stadium - contact Athletics for Information.

sunday, January 27
t . WoocUan ds Nature station-Day · with Eagles Tour. &a.m.-Noon & 1p.m.-4p.m. Registration Is limited call

270-924·2020. cost $32 per person. Registration can be done on weekdays from 8a.m.·4:30p.m.
2. Annual w. KY aoac • outdoor Show @ RSEC • Admission Is $2/adults &children 12 &under are free. Time
Is 10a.m.-9p.m. For more Info call jeanette Story (ti1 270·436-2802 or Nancy Mleure ® 270·492·6477 .
.1.

then do it at Hardin Baptist Church!
Singles Offering Love to Others
(SOLO) at Hardin Baptist Church
welcome you on Sunday
evenings to join them.
jan. 27

4 p.m. - 8 p.m.

Grilling Steaks

Feb. 10 6 p.m. - 9 p.m.

Bowling

Feb. 24 4 p.m. - 8 p.m.

Chili &Hot Dog Roast

Big screen TV spores • curris center TV Lounge and stables. Noon - 4pm.

4. "Children of Eden"· Sponsored by the Music Dept.. rt starts lie 2p.m. MSU students·SS, & Adults·$7, it will be
performed in Lovett Auditorium.
s . Indoor So«er Tournament - Beshear Gym Teams composed of s players. Entry fee is $30. To enter of for
more info call 762·6984. Entry deadline is 1/24/02.

cau 761-5447 for information on weekend program/Check Che
SGA website & Racer Nee for weekend program schedules•

..1

SOLO will assist with transportation needs.
For further information call a SOLO member
at 437-4471 or 753-3433.
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Human cloning highly questionable
In My
Opinion

TOM
MITSOFF
" WE ARE NOT
READY AS A
NATION OR A
WORLD TO
CLONE."

Just because you can do something doesn't
mean you should.
Every human being at one time or another is
faced with this situation. Children whose mothers
tell them not to eat sweets between meals face a
choice when mom is out of the room and there
are fresh cookies sitting on the countertop.
In that nanosecond while the child decides
what to do, he or she considers what the consequences are of being caught, what the consequences are of violating the parent's trust and
whether the possible consequences are worth that
fleeting sweet sensation.
We face these choices every day, and they vary
in the degree of their impact. They can affect the
life of a single person or the path of an entire
society.
Our society and our planet come closer every
day to having to make some very difficult decisions about whether cloning human beings
should be allowed. On Jan. 18, a National Academy of Sciences panel said cloning human beings
for the purpose of creating a child is medically
unsafe and should be banned.
The scientists also suggested the proposed ban
on human cloning should be reviewed every five
years. Reconsideration of the ban should occur.
the panel recommends, only if a new scientific
review indicates the procedures are likely to be
safe and effective and if a broad national dialogue on societal, religious and ethical issues
suggests reconsideration is warranted.
The debate comes closer to reality as Congress
debates a cloning ban. The House of Representatives last year passed a bill that would outlaw
cloning for both reproductive and therapeutic
purposes. and President Bush supports the bill.
While the Senate agrees with the ban on repro-

ductive cloning, there is sentiment in the chamber
to permit cloning human embryos for therapeutic
and research purposes. That would fly in the face
of the House bill.
The therapeutic cloning procedure does not
create completely formed human beings, but
rather early-stage embryos from which stem cells
can be harvested.
Also known as "master" cells, stem cells have
the potential to develop into any kind of tissue bone. blood, nerve. muscle, etc. Scientists therefore believe they may be able to use stem cells to
grow any type of tissue needed for transplant.
Since the new tissue would be genetically identical to the donor, it theoretically would not be
rejected after implantation.
Sounds like a great idea. huh? Not if you
believe that life begins at conception. it doesn't.
If you think the abortion issue has divided the
nation in the past few decades, just wait until scientists and doctors have the ability to safely
recreate human life from the cells of already living humans.
That abiHty doesn't exist yet. Data on the
reproductive cloning of animals shows only a
small percentage of attempts are successful,
many of the clones die during all stages of gestation, newborn clones often are abnormal or die
and the procedures may carry serious risks for the
mother.
Remember Dolly the ewe, the first successful
mammal clone that created such a stir a few years
back? Bet you didn't know it took the scientific
team 227 attempts before they got it right with
Dolly.
What happened to the 226 unsuccessful
clones? How much did they suffer'? How mutated were they? This is the type of question that

photo

courte~y

of www.agriculture.utk.edu

At the University of Tennesee-Knoxvtlle, DNA is removed from a cow egg in Dr. Lanett
Edwards' laboratory.
would inOame animal rights organizations. It will
inflame all mankind if and when full human
cloning is ever medically viable.
We are not ready as a nation or a world to
clone. The theological debates will dwarf even
the ethical differences of opinion. Even when we
are scientifically ready, and it will happen at
some point in the future, il1s highly questionable

whether we should.
Science is within reach of the proverbial sweet
treat, and it will ultimately be up to lawmakers to
decide bow much, if any, to aJlow.

Tom Mitsoff is a longtime daily newspaper editor
and columnist from Beavercreek, Ohio.

Unpaid internships unfair to aspiring writers
In My
Opinion

LOREE
STARK

" ••• THE VOICE
OF THE
STRUGGLING
STUDENT ISN'T
HEARD."

Graduate from high school. Go to
college. Get a job.
These three sentences have served as
a mantra of sorts for many people my
age, the plan hand-delivered from our
high school teachers that was the closest thing they could conjure to a formula tor success.
In theory. The Plan sounded simple.
Three prongs, three different pha...es of
life and an end result that would hopefully equate into at least a few K more
per year than your average high-school
graduate. The Plan, if it were neady as
simple as it is presented, would work
famously for myself and. 1assume, the
majority of my peers.
Admittedly, after The Plan was spoken into my adolescent ears, Phase
One was fairly easy to accomplish.
And, since I had been well aware of
my intentions to follow The Plan. getting into college was really no biggie
either.
However. somewhere in between
Statements Two and Three lies the
world of the unknown, the part you
must have missed hearing your highschool teacher say while you were
sleeping in class.

Because, apparently, while college is
certainly one step of preparation for
the job you desire, the physical act of
actually attending classes isn't even
half of it.
When I first arrived at Murray State,
I was told I would have a much better
chance in the job market if I had a bet·
ter grade-point average than others
who were graduating at the same time
I was. And. to be perfectly candid, it
was a nice idea in theory, but shot to
bell long, long ago.
I was aJ.;o told I would fare better
after gradualion if I pursued an
extracurricular activity. Easy enough, I
thought. I just started hanging out at
the newspaper until they agreed to pay
me.
But, as I found out my sophomore
year, a half-hearted attempt at good
grades, good class attendance and
working full-time at the student newspaper still didn't necessarily mean the
job of my dreams would be at my disposal upon graduation.
The final component I am told, is
securing an internship in your major
during the summer.
The concept of an internship is a

wonderful idea. To the student, the
ideal internship will provide experience, a reference and some cash.
The concept of an internship is also
ideal for employers. By offering students positions at their businesses.
employers get someone who can file
documents and do desk work and, in
most ca~s. they can have an employee
free of charge.
The argument over whether internships should be paid or unpaid is a
complex one, and, more often than not.
the voice of the struggling student isn' t
heard.
Don't get me wrong. In my particular field. there are several paid internship opportunities at daily and weekly
newspapers that offer students real
experience covering news.
But, as an aspiring feature writer
who wishes to work in the alternative
newspaper or magazine industry, my
internship options in the tri-state area
are limited. Okay, let's face it: my
internship options in the tri·state area
are nonexistent.
Jobs at alternative new:. weeklies.
which generally cover arts and entertainment in metropolitan areas, are

almost always unpaid. which is almost
understandable, because they are publications presented free to the public.
The internship I did last summer at
''ACE Weekly'' in Lexington was
unpaid. but I was able to arrange
affordable
living arrangements,
although I still had to work 40 hours a
week at a second job to pay the bills.
This year I decided to attempt to
delve into the magazine industry, so I
went to the Magazine Publishers of
Amenca Web site looking for internship opportunities.
The internships offered on the Web
site, most of which are located in New
York City, are, by and large. unpaid.
The folks at Dennis Publishing. who
print the highly profitable magazine
"Maxim," do not pay their interns.
The Primedia Youth Entertainment
Group, which prints such teen classics
as "Teen Beat" and "BOP." pays its
interns an insulting $50 a week.
And lastly, and most laughably,
Weider Publications. the publishers of
"Men':. Fitness" magazine. does not
pay its interns. but instead offers them
free perks, such as ''clothing" and "free
samples."

I suppose free clothes would be
great, you know, if you're living in a
box on the street comer by the building
where your internship is located. Nice.
If it's possible for area newspapers
like '1"he Paducah Sun" to pay their
interns a decent salary for their work,
then it should be possible for mttior
publishing industries to fork out a couple of hundred dollars a week so students can at least make a dent in their
bills.
By refusing to pay interns. these
companies are simply perpetuating a
cycle. Kido; wtio come from wealthy
families will inevitably get the better
internships because they can afford to
live on no income in a major metropolitan area.
These same .students will get the better jobs, with the better salaries.
because they were able to get the better
experience.
Graduate high school. Go to college.
Get a job.
If only it were that easy.

Loree Stark is the editor ill chief for
"The Murray State News. "

More weekend activities Despite controversy,
should -crush complaints belief in Santa Claus
not harmful to youths
In My
Opinion

JASON
BILLINGSLEY
" T HE SG A
CAMPAIGN,
COMBINED WITH
ACTIVITIES
ALREADY
AVAILABLE,
SHOULD PROVIDE
MORE THAN
ENOUGH
OPTIONS FOR
EVERYONE IN
M URRAY TO
HAVE AN
ENJOYABLE
WEEKEND."

Before 1 pulled into the Curris Center on Friday mght, I thought it would be nice to see the
comedy routine of journalism and mass-communication instructors Bob McGaughey and Robert
Valentine.
I also thought it would be a good time to catch
up with the Student Government Association
member:. in auendance, because 1 figured they
would be the only ones there besides me.
When I arrived, my jaw dropped as I saw
numerous cars filling the lot. I thought there was
something else going on there .that night. Not
everyone was there to see Doc and Valentine,
right?
I was pleasantly surprised when I walked into
Stables. There must have been nearly 200 people
there to see the best comedy team on this s1de of
Nashville, and the majority of those in attendance
weren't even in the SGA I nearly fell over in
shock; could the "Unpack Your Suitcase" campaign actually be working?
In my five years on campus. students have
always complained there is nothing to do in Murray on the weekends. Finally, I think it's time for
those who are looking for something to do on
weekends to show up or shut up.
SGA's initiative with this activity campaign
should be commended. Those who wonder what
SGA really does for students, forgetting all the
while about the numerous concerts it has brought
to campus in the past few years, should take
notice of this campaign.
SGA is making a serious commitment to this
campaign, and they are lining up event!; every
weekend. That, combined with the activities
already available. from rodeos to cultural events
to athletics. should provide more than enough
options for anyone in Murray to have an enjoyable weekend.
We even have restaurants that serve alcohol
now. so those of you who wish to have dnnks
with your meal can have them.
I know many students have to work on week-

ends in order to afford college. and that's perfectly understandable. The problem is the students who think their room is some kind of
cocoon they must stay in on weekends, scared to
show their faces to the outside sun, afraid of
melting in a puff of smoke like a vampire on
"Buffy."
One example came the weekend before tinal
exams last fall, a rime when you would think people would be looking for any excuse to take a
break. The Murray State Gaming Association
hosted a day-long gaming olympics. There was
an announcement in that week's paper and niers
all over campus. Total number of participants:

In My
Opinion

six.
The eventual champion from Elizabeth College (I finished second in defending my title from
the previous year) sa1d a bunch of h1s friends
backed out because they didn't feel like coming.
It'\ time for students to actually look at Murray
when deciding weekend entertainment. The University is offering more and more activities for
studentc;, and the community is chipping in as
well with opportunities for social activities on
weekends for all ages.
"The News" has dedtcated a page to local
activities all year with the "Get Out" page. There
are things to do in this town and on this campus.
you just have to find them.
I hope people will at least take the soul of this
program to heart and get out on weekends. Even
if it's just with your fnends, go out for dinner and
a movie or something and get out of your stinking rooms and apartments. Or. just hold a party in
your re~idential-college room or apartment.
These are the be~t times of our lives. Don't
'pend them moping ahout how there's nothing to
do when you haven' t even bothered to try.

KYLE

SHADOAN
"THE SANTA
C LAUS
LEGEND
ALLOWS
EVERYONE TO
CELEBRATE
CHRISTMAS
HOWEVER
THEY CHOOSE,
RELIGIOUS OR
NOT. "

lawn Billingsley is th~ news editor for "Tile
Murray State News."

I am writing in response to Lisa
Lawrason's commentary, "Santa unneeded in true Christmas celebrations," in the
Dec. 7 issue of "The Murray State News."
Lawrason thinks our world doesn't need
the Sanw Claus myth at Christmas screwing everythmg up. That's fine for
Lawrason and other Christians who wish
to be rid of Santa Claus, but I do think his
myth is necessary and. just maybe. carries
some weight (no pun intended).
The rea.~on "our society searche!> for
more at Christmas'' is because not everyone wantc; to celebrate the birth of Jesus
(although it's not really a search for
"more.'' some people just don't prefer to
worship Jesu~).
People of different faiths and of no faith
at all live in this country and the Santa
Claus legend allows evel)·one to celebrate however they choose. religious or
not.
Perhaps some parents don't feel the
same ''allure" that Lawrason feels at
Chri~tmas. In fact. maybe they feel Jesus b
a lie.
Some pnrento; may feel forcing their
children to celebrate only Jesu., deprives
them of the freedom to choose whatever it
is {hey want to celebrate and takes away
from the joy they would experience.
Parents deprive their kids when they
Uke away the option of celebrating Santa.
Ma)be we o;hould let them have the choice
of believing. Has anyone ever asked the
children'! Who are we to shove any of it
down their throats?
But if unything. Lawra.-;on should be
glad children cherish Santa because he pre-

pares children for Christianity more than
he harms it. Does, ''you never see him, but
he always knows whether you are good or
bad" sound familiar? At the very least it
gets children in tbe same mind set to
believe in an all-knowing force they never
see.
Lawrason should be happy the S:mta
myth takes a young, mentally immature
child and forces him or her to believe in a
person. That way they can go along with
the Jesus thing down the road.
Although I don't really like Santa Claus
either, Lawrason's attitude is very unAmencan. In the Constitution, our founding fathers granted us freedom of rehgion.
meaning an individual ~an choose whatever faith be or she want<;, even if it is no
faith at all.
That means on Dec. 25, if you want to
celebrate Jesus, you can. And if someone
else wants to disregard him and celebrate
Santa. he or she can do that. too.
And it allows me the right to not cele·
brate Jesus or Santa and to juo,t celebrate
good food . good friends, getting new stuff.
the surprise of exchanging presents and
family (as much as possible}.
So, I think our world does need Santa
Claus at Christmas. as well us any other
time, U.') a testament to the diversity and
freedom of the American people and the
principles on which this count!) was
founded. And that sound' like a preuy
good rea.~on to celebrate on Dec. 25.

Kyle Shadoan is a senior jmmwli.'im/ort
double major from wndon, Ky.
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State budget cuts impact University funding
BY JASON BILLINGSLEY
N EWS EDITOR

The site i ~ Frank fo rt. the battle ground is
the 2002 General Assembly and the goal is
to secure as much state funding as possib le
in a bad economy ro ensure the connnuing
growth of Murray State.
Gov. Paul Pauon spared higher education from budget cuts rn previous ly
announced ruts throughout the last few
months. but announced a 1.8 percent cut in
higher education·s budget (totaling $18.4
million) in December. T he budget for K11 educntion in Kentucky was untouched
in Patton's budget proposal.
University Pres rden t Ki ng Alexander
said K-12 education shou ld be left
untouched because of its needs.
"T he greatest economic and socinl
returns to a state occur from the education
ot its children:· Alexander said. ''rt is our
Kindergarten, tirst grade and second grade
teachers that are the least credited nnd the
most important part of education."
V1ce President of Finance and Admimstrative Services Tom Denton said the 5
percent operating-budget holdback the
University issued 10 an ticipation of state
budget cuts will absorb the near 2 percent
cut announced in December by Patton' s
office.

After giving I percent of the holdback
back to Uni versity departme nt ad mimstrati ve heads. the Uni ve rsity still has 2 percent of its holdback available to be give n
back to the departme nts or U!ied to offset
mo re state budget cuts, depe nd ing on the
revenue generated in the next fiscal year.
" We are conti numg to hold on to the 1
percent in case the economy does not pick
up." Denton sat d. "Our conservatism on
cuts has assisted in this fi rst cut. and holding 2 percent will put us into good position
in case the economy doesn' t pick up o r we
experience further slate cuts ...
Denton suid Uni versity officials knew
Murray State could not avoid state budge t
cuts forever.
"We knew we could no longer be spared
from participation (in budget cuL<,),'' Denton said. "There was not much surprise by
anyone who had fo llowed the situation
closely. T he governor's office had prepared us well in antic ipation o f a cut."
Denton said it was premature to s peculate w hether another tuition increase in
addition to the o ne passed last fall wou ld
be necessary to make up possible shortcomings in revenue.
"There IS a whole round of disc ussion
needed in looking at how any future funding would need to be derived," De nton
said. "Tf there we re contin uing state reduc-

Postsecondarv Education Budaet Reductions
Lexington Community College

$50,700

0.63%

Kentucky State University

$408,500

2.00%

Northern Kentucky University

$530,700

1.35%

Morehead State University

$758,900

1.90%

Murray State University

$933, 100

1.92%

Eastern Kentucky University

s1,047,000
sJ,231 ,700

University of Louisville

$2,955,800

1.97%

$3,260,700

1.91 %

$6,008,400

2.00o/o

Western Kentucky University

Kentucky Communrty and
Technical College System

University of Kentucky

1.62%
1.84%

Source: Governor's Office
Rob Brown/The News
tions, there would need to be a review of
all reven ue budget udjustments."
Student Govern ment Association President Nikki Key said the budget cut is dis-

appointing.
" Yo u ask people if they want better education opportunities for our generation and
they say yes," Key said. " Yo u ask them if

they want to pay for 11, and the answer is
no. That's where a huge problem lies."
Alexander a lso said e ducation is
extrem ely imponant for Kentucky right
now.
"Hrgher education is at the apex of its
importance in Ke ntucky;· Alexander said.
" It has never been more important. More
people need higher education and more
people want hrgher education. We have
pressure on our extended cam puses to provide more courses. and our Murray campus
to provide more opportunities and support
more people.
"We' re being as ked to do more things
for more people," he said. "The question is
w tll society invest in these demands'>"
A lexander said e mploym ent may he
affecced becau'ie the Univers ity may not be
able to fi ll currently advertised job positions. He said lhe fill ing of those positions
would be postponed.
Denton said the last econom ic estimates
for a ..fl at,'' or stagnant, economy fur the
period of July I. 2002-June 30, 2003, and
a possible slight upturn in the economy
from July I. 2003-June 30. 2004, were still
acc urate.
State universities and the Councal on
Post-Secondary Education use economic
estimates of the upcoming two years to
J etern1ine tuition ratP.s each fall.

National Public Radio airs professor's commentary on tribunals
BY LO REE STARK
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Associate prof~ss-or of history
Bill Schell wa!l recognited nationally when h1s commentary opposing
military tribunals aired on National
Public Radio's Morning Show on
Dec. 28. 2001.
The commentary. which Schell
orig1nally composed for WKMS.
aired on Dec. 3. Subsequently,
WKMS News Director Gary Scott
forwarded the commentary to NPR.

Schell said his issue with military
tribunals was not a concern with the
legality of the matter.
"It isn't that they aren ' t legal,"
Schell satd. "lls basically in a war in
which winning hearts and mi nds is
probably the most im portant part of
holding together a coalition Lo make
it possible."
fn his commentary, Schell said
''The U.S. cannot afford to be seen
as hypocritical. Trials conducted m
secret, without the presumption of
mnocence, the right of uppeal or

proof of guilt beyond a reasonable
doubt wi ll taint whatever JUdgmen t
is rendered."
Schell satd the United States must
be seen like "Caesar·:. wife" in this
situation.
"There can' t be any question that
we are fighting for human rights
and due process and the things that
define Amenca in the eye~ of the
world." Schell said ...l n the eyes of
the world we have to be comp letely
for those things that are must closely assoc rated with America. the
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leave this veil o f tears," Schell said.
Schell said in addition to regularly sending commentaries to N PR,
he also has sent an editorial to the
Washington Post.
" l' m also going through other
major metrop()litan areas." Schell
said. " It's JUSt good exercise for me
to write weekly To sit down and
have to do something that is under
500 words ... something thut conveys one or two gl>Od ideas in a way

Ms'll Stutfents
Hours
Mon. -111urs.

8 a.m.· l o P.m.
FH. &: sat.
8 a.m.- 9 P.m.

• 15 Tanning Beds
(nlso 2 upJ.,..-ades)

I 0% discount off tannin£ packa£es.
lotions. and swimwear with MSU 1.0.
·

• 20 min. t:yherdome
• 12 min. Sundash Radios
Stand-Up Uni t
Haircut~· $11.95
Unlimited Tanning $23.95/mon th

812 Whitnell Drive
'

Murray

,

753-3333

s Welcomed • IC) 'il dlsr otmt with MSlJ ID

I

r----g~a~iEo~oo----l

I

IMonday: IFC Hotdogger 5 p.m. - 8 p.m., Curris Center

I

:Tuesday: Casino Night 7 p.m., l<l>E house

:

IWednesday: Bowling 7 p.m. - 9 p.m., Corvette lanes

I

1
I
I

FRATERI\IITY RU!iH

Br~therhood 7 p.m., l<l>E house

:Friday: Smoker, meet @lodge 7:30 p.m., shirt & tie

:

:Thursday: lntro to

1

1

IFriday: Smoker, invitation only

1

(invite only)
For questions or a ride call Tyler Jacobus 767-9348 or Ryan Seay
762-2946

1

L-----~---~------...1
;-----siamaar-----i
1

1Monday: IFC Hotdogger 5 p.m. - 8 p.m., Curris Center

:Tuesday: Bowling with the Sigs 9:30 p.m., Corvette lanes :
1Wednesday: What is LX? 8:30 p.m., lX house
IThursday: Boulders 7 p.m.

I

II Friday: Smoker 7 p.m., ·tnv1tat1on
· · on Iy

I1

L__r:_~s~s_: :.!id~a!.o:: ~~~1~5__ J

r---- Aloha Sigma Phi----,

:Monday: IFC Hotdogger 5 p.m. · 8 p.m., Curris Center
:
Tuesday: Casino Night 6 p.m. · 8 p.m., Ordway Hall
:Wednesday: Bowling at Corvette lanes 9:30 p.m. · 11:30 p.m. :
Thursday: What is Al<l>? 7 p.m. Curris Center (shirt & tie) I
1
{riday: Hot Wings Night 6 p.m. - 8 p.m., Al<l> house
1
saturday: Mystic Supper, invitation only
1
1sunday: Optional Worship Service, meet at
I
1
Curris Center 9:45a.m.
IL For questions or a ride call Brandon Powell 759-0013 · .J1

----------------·
i---lanibdclchi-AiPila--- -j

I
1

Monday: IFC Hotdogger 5 p.m. • 8 p.m., Curris Center

I Tuesday: Mr. Gatti's 5 p.m. • 7 p.m.
IWednesday: What is Brotherhood?6 p.m. · 8 p.m. AXA house1
IThursday: Cosmic Bowling 8 p.m. • 10 p.m.
I
IFriday: Circus Skate 11 p.m. • 1 a.m.

I

lsaturday: Smoker, invitation only

:

L_~o~u:!i: :_a~e!l~d: ~k~ 7~·:!?:..

!ipring i!DDi!
Begins Mon., Jan. i!B

1

1

_

that can be understood by most
everyone."
University
Preside nt
King
A lexander said Schell''! national
exposure retlects well on rhe University.
"Our teaching is well-known,"
Alexander ">aid "We·re known as a
greaJ. undcrgrnduate and graduate
teaching university. I'd like people
to know about the resea rch that is
being dune, because I do believe
that they' re intricate and related ...

A e nlul

r----------------,

Pi Kaopa Alpha
1Monday: IFC Hotdogger 5 p.m. - 8 p.m., Curris Center

is to get some national exposure su
I can get a job as n talking head and

NIEON IBIEA.«:H

9

1

good things. I thin k even though
military tribunals are legal, even
though they'd be e ffective, even
though they m ight be fair. the picture they paint to the world is not
one we want. not one that makes it
easy to ho ld together a diverse
coalitio n o f countries."
Schell said he began looking for
national exposure 111 an attempt to
reac h a "popular audience" and seek
possible career options.
" l decided to start doing comme ntaries for WKMS because my goal

.J

with
If[ Hotdogger

Sp.m.
[orris [enter
('

3rd Floor

:

I

L_~o~u:!i: :_a!e!I~=-S~t:_7~0~6- J
_

r----N~aThu[~®----1
IMonday: IFC Hotdogger 5 p.m. • 8 p.m., Curris Center

I

ITuesday: Mr. Gatti's, 9 p.m. • 11 p.m.
:wednesday: Hooter's Night 6 p.m. · 8 p.m., ATQ house

:

I Thursday: Breaktime Billiards 6 p.m. - 8 p.m.
IFriday: Cookout Party 7 p.m. • 11 p.m., ATQ house
lsaturday: Smoker, invitation only

1
1
I

I

L__ ~ ~s!:_n~ ~i~ca!:_W~h~5.:1~__ J

r----------------,

I

Sigma Pi

I

Monday: IFC Hotdogger 5 p.m. • 8 p.m., Curris Center
1
1Tuesday: Steak & lobster 6 p.m. • 8 p.m., Ln house
IWednesday: Games at Gatti's 6 p.m. • 8 p.m.
IThursday: Hooters Wings &Wrestling

II

6 p.m . . 9 p.m.,
1Friday: Smoker (TBA)

1
1

I
I
II

rn house

1

L__:o~u~: 0:.: ~e~ll~a~m~~ ~-~0~ J
_

r----~~a~mmaR~----j
1Monday: IFC Hotdogger 5 p.m. · 8 p.m., Curris Center

1

ITuesday: Breaktime Billiards 6 p.m. • 8p.m.

I

:Wednesday: What is ArP? 7 p.m. - 9 p.m., AfP house

:

I Thursday: Casino Night 7 p.m. • 9 p.m., AfP house

1

IFriday: Smoker 6p.m. • 8 p.m., TBA

I

L__ ~ :~n~r~~~~E= ~~5~1: __ J
.,
I
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This Week
•friday
•Boat Show- West
Kentucky Boat and
Show,
Outdoor
Regional
Special
Events Center. $4 for
adult~ and free for
children under 12.
•Bust Our Bulbs- 5
to 10 p.m., Elizabeth
Col lege front lobby.
•Cinema International- "The Closet,"
7:30 p.m.. Curri\
Center Theater. Free
admis~ion .

•Campus Lights- 8
p.m.. Lovett Auditorium. $5 for students
and senior citi:rens
and $7 for adults.
•Pro Rodeo- 8 p.m.,
West
Kentu..:ky
Eltposition Center.
$10 for adults, free
for children under 6.

• saturday
•Boat Show- West
Kentucky Boat and
Outdoor
Show,
Regional
Special
Event:. Center. $4 for
adults and free for
children under 12.
•Classic ComedyClassic Comedy Cavalcade, 1 p.m. to 5
p.m.. Eliz.abeth College front lobby.
•Cinema International- "The Closet.''
7:30 p.m.. Curris
Center Theater. Free
admis~ion.

•Campus Lights- 8
p.m.. Lovett Auditorium. S5 for students
and senior l!itizens
nnd $7 for adults.
•Pr o Rodeo- R p.m.,
West
Kentucky
Exposition Cemer.
$10 for adults, free
for children under 6.

•sunday
•Boat Show- We'>t
Kentucky Boat and
Outdoor
Show,
Regional
Special
Events Center. $4 for
adults and free for
children under 12.
•Bible Study- 9 a.m.,
University Church of
Christ.
•Bihle Study- Chi
Alpha, 9: 15 a.m.•
Elizabeth
College
bu<:k lobby Ritles to
the church uf your
choice uftcrwurd.
•Campus Lights- 2
p.m .. Lovett Autlitori·
um. $5 for students
and ~enior citizen-;
and $7 for adults.
•Worship Service- 7
p.m.. Murrny Chri:.t·
ian
Fellowship
Hou..e.

• monday
•RCA- Residential
College Association
meeting. 5 p.m. Cur·
ris Center Barkley
Room.

• tuesday
•CABC;11npus
Activities
Board
meeting. 4 :30 p.m ..
Curris Center Ten·
ncso,;ee Room.

• wednesday
•CaricaturesI0
a.m. to 2 p.m., Curris
Center
Rocking
Chair Lounge.
•SGA- Student Government Association
Student Sennte meeting. 5 p.m., Curris
Center
Bnrkley
Room.

Inter na-

tional- "Dancer in
the Dark," 7:30p.m..
Curds Center The·
ater. Free admission .
To post information
in the calemlar phone
7624480 or fax it to
762-3175.

PHONE:

762-4480

BY EMILY BLACK
(OUEGE LIFE EDITOR

Wh1le many students spent the first weeks of the '\entester searching
for classrooms, buying books and trying to drop or add classes, students
in the Murray State theater department spent their first weeks of school
rehearsing songs and scripts and building sets in preparation for the 65th
production of Campus Light-;.
This year's production of Can1pus Light~ will feature the Stephen
Schwartz musical. ''Children of Eden."
"This is already a good show," said Alissa Oakley, senior from Evans·
ville, Ind .. and publicity coordinator for Campus Light~. ''I think everybody is ready to get what they have been rehearsing on stage."
"Children of Eden" is a musical based upon a concept by Charles
Lisanby and book by John Caird. The musical also features music anti
lyrics composed by Schwanz.
"Children of Eden" tells the story of even~ taken from the Bible book
of Gene~is. The musical mainly focuses on the stories of the creation.
Adam and E\'e and Noah and the Ark. Although the musical is based on
stories from the Bible, Oakley said the stories do nor completely agree
with those found in the Bible.
'1lle skeleton of the show is based on the Bible, however, it does not
follow word for word from the Bible.'' Oakley said. "The show has been
a little hard to market, because people know that it has a religious angle.
but we hope word of mouth will take care of lhat."
Natalie Krupansky. senior from Paducah and Campus Lights music
director, said "Children of Eden" features various mm;ical styles from
gospel to pop. KrupansJ...')' said the production has more than 43 different
musical numbers.
"When you think of a musical, there is usually a particular style thnt
you can pick out, but this musical is very unique in that it contains several styles," Krupansky said. ''However. it does make it harder to learn."
··children of Eden" has a cast of more than 30 members and an
orchestra selected from Murray State students. Although the cast of
Campu~ Lights is usually chosen from studen~ in the music and theater
departments, this year's production is different because more cast members are from outside departments.
"You don't have to be a theater or music major to be in this production," Oakley said. "Auditions were open to everyone.''
Alan Page, senior from Paducah. and DeAnna Osborne, senior from
Louisville, star in ''Children of Eden" a~ Adam and Eve. Page ha.-.
appeared in such Murray State productions as '1lle Music Man," "Once
Upon a Mattress'' and '1lle Wizard of Oz.." Osborne also ha.'i appeared
in ...cveral Murray State shows. including last semester's production of
"Oklahoma."
Although a production like Campus Lights usually requires studenh
involved to retum from Winter Break a week early to begin preparing.
this year was a hit different.
Oakley said the ca.~t began preparing for the production before
Thanksgiving because of the number of musical numbers involved.
"Children of Eden" is directed by Ru~h H. Trowel IV, senior from
Louisville. Although this is Trowel':. first time directing Campus Lights,
Trowel has directed other Murr.1y State productions. including 'The
Review."
"Children of Eden" is also different from other Murmy State production), because of the costumes used.
•
'The costumes resemble those that you might find in 'The l.ion King.'
especially during the Noah and the Ark scene;· Krupansky :~aid. "\Ve
completely blew our budget on ..:ostumes this year. I don't think Campus
Light.'> has ever seen cosmming like this before."

photos by Karri Wurth/The News

(Above) Michelle Meyer, junior from Centralia, m., Sarah Guffey, sophomore from Mu rray, Mary Mather,
freshman from Elizabethtown and Emily Gorman, senior from Louisville, perform a song from the Campus
Lights production of the Stephen Schwartz muslcal"Children of Eden." (Below) "Children of Eden" features
elaborate costumes, such as lion masks, to recreate the story of Noah and the Ark and other stories fro m the
Campu!: Lights is an annual fundraiser sponsored by Phi Mu Alpha
and Sigma Alpha Iota to raise scholan.hip funds. All proceeds raised
from Campus Lights benefit a full four-year scholarship that is given to
an incoming fre,hman musi~ major.
"I think one of the most important parL~ of Campus Lights is seeing
the tWll music fmtcmities come together and work 3.'> a unit," Oakley
said.
Last year's production of "The Wizard of Oz" raised enough money
for the fraternities to present a full scholarship to an incoming student.
"We hope to raise enough money to be able to award our scholarship
again this year.'' Krupansky said.
Tickets for Campus Lights are $5 for students and senior citizens and
$7 for adults. Tickets may be purcha.~d at the door or reserved in
advance hy contacting the music department at 762-4288. Perfonnances
of "Children of Eden" will be at 8 tonight. 8 p.m. Saturday and 2 p.m.
Sunmiy.
•
··Children of Eden'' is intended for audiences of all ages.
Said Krupan:;ky: "This is a production in which adult' will notice
things that children might not, however, the children in the audience will
see things that many adult.; might not realize.''

Everyone

need~

cash.

••
Linn drafts career in interior design

Sorne people just find

stranger \~!ays to get it.

•
"She's got a very good attitude and she's
Wallpaper For Less in Murray.
very
intelligent," Oatman ~aid. "She is really
'That experience was invaluable," Linn said.
ASSISTANT COllEGE liFE EDITOR
Last Spring, Linn helped with the redesign of good at in terior~design recommendations.
Since the summer following her high-school Winslow Cafeteria. Steve Horwood. Industrial She's only a student. but '>he's able to help us
graduation. Kri:-ty Linn ha.-; worked at Facilities and Engineering Technology ar;sociate profes- with that, which help.; quite u lot.''
Last year Linn was president of the student
Management blueprinting a career in interior sor, wanted a layout that allowed each residential
college
to
sit
under
its
respective
flag.
chapter
of the American Society for Interior
de'>ign.
"He wanted to rearrange the seating to distin- De~igners. Linn said she b very fonunate to be
With an area in interior design and her job at
Facilities Management. Linn. senior from Mur- guish the residential colleges.'' Linn said. a part of ASID ~ince o;he is from a smaller
''They didn' t have the money to buy new flags school. becau~e the organization helps her meet
ray, has had a great deal of experience in her
and everything they needed. so we j ust people from d1fferent places.
field. Now her only problem is deciding what
rearranged the ~eat ing. We basically just
She is a part of the Nationnl Kitchen and Bath
she wants to do when she graduate~.
!'~!designed the floor plan.''
Association.
ns well :.~s a student amhas~ador of
" I haven't quite decided on the specifics,"
Linn also has helped Murray State's engi- the Industrial and Engineering Te~hnology
Linn .,aid. "I don' t know whether I want to go neering technicians with the new design of the
department. Linn also has worked a'> a judge at
into commercial or residential design."
bathrooms in the Curris Center and is currently the Home and Garden show at the Regional
Working for Fncilities Management has worki ng on the banquet room in the Regional
Special Evt!nts Center.
given Linn many opportunities to work in inte- Special Events Center.
"Murray State is really the best place for me
rior design .
"We're basically do ing renova£ions and
"By working in the Engineering and Archi· remodeling," Linn said. "There'), nothing very right now." Linn said. "They're really Jlexible.
tcctural Services department, I get to see real· big that we do. But they've used some of my and I' m learning some hunds-on things that I
wouldn't team in a clas~room.
work! things fiN -hand. like budget'>," Linn ideas which is great."
Wht!n she grnduates in Mny, Linn said she
said. "They can tell you all kinds of Muff in
Linn has had a variety of experiences made
has
a few option\ available to her.
claso;, but you don' t realize it until you step out available to her at Faci lities Management. She
"Graduate
school is a po:.sibility."' Linn said.
ha..; done architecturnl and engineering drafts
into the real world:'
"Of
course,
I
don't mind working at the bouom
Karri Wurth/The News
ha~
worked
on
plans
and
specificat
ions
and
Linn has made that seep. She interned nt FelKristy Linn, senior from Murra}~ gains design tus Design. a smnll commercial-design tirm in from several different locations. said Kim Oat- either. Another internship would tletinitely be a
good learning experience."
Nashville Ia:-t .;ummcr. Linn also ha~ worked at man, Faci l itie~ Management chief engineer.
experience through her on-campus job.
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TopFive
•music
1. Creed - "Weathered''
2. Linkin Park - "(Hybrid
Theory)"
3. Ludacris - "Word of Mouf'
4. Nickelback - "Silver Side
Up"
·5. Nas - "Stillmatic"

Source: Associated Press

•movies
1. Black Hawk Down
Starring Ewan McGregor
2. Snow Dogs
Starring Cuba Gooding Jr.

3. Lord of the Rings
Starring Elijah Wood and Ian
McKell en
4. A Beautiful Mind
Starring Russell Crowe and
Jennifer Connely
S. Orange County
Starring Jack Black and Colin
Hanks
Source: Associated Press

•books
1. John Grisham - "Painted
House"
2. J .R.R. Tolkien - "The Fellowship of the Ring''
3. J.R.R. Tolkien - "The Hobbitt"
4. J.K. Rowling - "Harry Potter and the Chamber of
Secrets"
S. J .K. Rowling - "Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban"
Source: Associated Press

•web site of the week
www.bored.com
If you can't fi nd anything else
to do with your time. then
check out this Web site for tons
of games, puzzles and other
not-so-boring activities.
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Rodeo rides into Murray
BY K YSER LOUGH
STAFF WRITER

The West Kentucky Expo Center will get
buckwild tonight as the rodeo hosted by the
International Pro Rodeo Association takes
the stage.
The rodeo, a fund-raiser sponsored by the
Murray-Callaway
County
Disaster
Response, will take place at 8 tonight and
Salllrday nig ht. Events will include bronco
busting, barrel racing, saddle bronco, calf
roping, bull riding, team roping and steer
wrestling.
Cowboys from around the country will be
featured. Participants must be members of
the IPRA, said Murray State rodeo-team
member David Maddux, freshman from Marion.
"The rodeo will be really, interesting,"
Maddux said. " ll will be a really fun night."
Each of the seven events is run by different
guidelines.
Bronco busting is an event in which the
cowboy must stay on a wi ld horse for eight
seconds. The cowboy rides bareback the
entire time.
''The only thing you have to hold on to is a
rope. It's pretty rough," said Nathan Forrester. freshman from Troy. Tenn.
Similar to bronco busting is the saddle

bronco
event.
..It's basically the same
(as bronco busting). except there is a
saddle on the horse with
a handle to hold on to,"
Forrester said.
The final endurance
event is bull riding. The
cowboy must stay on a
hull for eight seconds. Forrester said the only thing the
cowboy ha'> tn hold on to is
a rope placed around the
bull's midsection.
The rest of the rodeo
event~ are timed. and
the winner is the cowboy
posting the lowest time.
Calf roping is an event in
which a calf is turned loose
and the cowboy must rope
and flank the calf. Forrester
said.
"Flanking is when the cowhoy gets sideways to the calf,
grabs it near its legs and flips it
over. then hogties it." Forrester
said.

Team ro ping is the only cooperative event.
A steer with horns is put in the ring. The first
cowboy. called the header. catches the o;;teer
by its horns while the c;econd cowboy, called
the heeler, catches the back legs of the steer.
One of the rougher events, Maddux said, is
steer wrestling. In this event, a steer is
released and a cowboy riding a horse
jumps off the horse nnd onto the
steer. Once be grabs the steer
I
by the horns. he must flip it so
all four feet are off of the ground.
"Steer wrestling is like
jumping out of a moving truck
onto a mailbox and wrestling
it to the ground," Forrester
said.
Finally. the last event in the
rodeo. barrel racing, is
designed specifically for
cowgirls. Three barrels are set
up in a triangular pattern, and
the cowgirls are tirned maneuvering around them.
Some of the events. like barrel racing. evolved over
time strictly as a rodeo
event, but mo~t of the events are
based on actual duties cowboys perform on their farms.

Punk band lacks originality
BY SCOTT GIBSON
ASSISTANT COllEGE LIFE EDITOR

Nearly 20 years after its first
album. Bad
Religion
has
released its twelfth studio a lbum.
''The Process of Belief."
Since the early '80s, Bad Religion has been playing raw. hardcore punk music. Through reconstruction of the band and years of
life in the music spotlight, the
band has c hanged and malllred.
It's just a shame the music hasn't.
It seems that after 20 years of
making music, someone in the
band would be able to learn more

than the three recycled riffs featured on the album. Sure, the
songs are filled with political and
social awareness, ami every single song is full of fast-paced
rhythms led by drummer Rrooks
Wackerman. but they are ~tlmost
identical to the tunes pumped out
by Bad Religion two decades
ago.
There i~. surprisingly, n slight
change in the band's music during the eighth and ninth tracks.
··sorrow," a mid-tempn punk
anthem. has had its edges
trimmed and is only :.lightly softer than the rest of the music. It is
a penetrating song about n son

wanting to kill his father for his
horrible childhood and upbringing.
•
Following
"Sorrow"
is
"Epiphany." a quieter tune to
start, but eventually it grows to
yet another mid-tempo beat. The
song reiterates the band's views
on government. society and religion. According to lyricists Greg
Graffin and Brett Gurewitz.
"What' s right i:; wrong I What's
~:orne has gone I What's clear
nnd pure is not so sure,"
Throughout " The Process of
Belief." Bad Religion, a veteran
of the Southern California hardcore punk scene, proves it is still

an angry punk band with intelli-

gent lyrics. The band is partially
re:.pon.:;ible for the sound from
which mo'lt new-school punk
draws. Perhaps Bud Religion
should take lessons from its proteges and stop making music that
sounds like it did 20 years ago.
Of course, that could j ust he a
part of its non-conformist. antisociety attitude.
Though ..The Process of
Belief' lacks originality, Bad
Religion should still be recogniud among the founding
fathers of punk rock. This CD is
truly forth~ ardent fan .

Road Trip
So you crammed all week,
took that last test and col ~
lapsed in a tired heap in your
dorm room. Don' t let your
weekend suffer. All you need
is semi-reliable transportation, gas money and the sheer,
unadulterated will to have a
good time ...

• around town
Cheri Theatre - If you feel
like seeing a classic '80s
movie, the n check out the
midnight showing of "Batman" at Cheri Theatre. Tickets are $4.

•1 ho• drive
Paducah - If you are in the
mood for theater, head downtown and check out the Market House T heatre's production of "Visiting Mr. Green"
at 7:30 tonight, 7:30 p.m. Saturday and 2:30 p.m. Sunday.
Tickets are $ I 0 to $ 14.

• 2 hour drive
Memphis - If you want to
discover a little rock ·n' roll
history, then drive on down to
the Beale Street Entertainment District and visit the
Memphis Rock 'N' Soul to
catch a glimpse of memorabilia from musicians like
Elvis, B.B. King, Jerry Lee
Lewis and Otis Redding. The
museum is open from 10 a.m.
to 6 p.m. Admission is $8.50
for adults. $7.50 for senior
citizens and $5 for youth.

• 3 hour drive(or more)
Louisville - If you were too
young to see Janet Jackson's
"Rhythm Nation" tour, then
take a trip to Louisville to
catch her latest show at 7:30
tonight at Freedom Ha ll.
Tickets are $39.50 to $65.50.

Gr ade C+

(Behind Hardees)

• THOUSANDS OF DVDs &. VIDEO GAMES •
• RENT ANY liTEMS FOR 2 DAYS FOR $7.95 •
• HUNDREDS OF VHS FOR SALE •
• BUY ANY 2 VHS AND GET ONE FOR FREE •
• WE SELL USED DVDs &GAMES •

M!iU TAI\11\111\IIi SPECIAL
15 VISITS ••,.,................................$30
1 MONTH UN'LIMITED.. ~ ..................$30
25% DISCOUNT ON ALL LOTIONS
OPEN LATE 365 DAYS A YEAR TAN TIL' 9:30

I could do it, but we're looking for
someone a little more qualified.

759-4944

1206 CHESTNUT ST.

MURRAY

Now hiring an editorial cartoonist. Apply at "The Murray State
News" offices in Wilson Hall room 111 or call (270) 762-4468.
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Jay Matheny,
Brittany Park
Jay Matheny
and Brittany Patk
are in this week's
Racer SportUght.
Matheny, jUnior
ftom Mayfield,
on the shot put
with a toss of
15.14 meters (498.1) at the Dlinois
Wesleyan Indoor
tack meet.
Matheny placed
;;econd in the shot
rp ut last month at
the Saluki Fast
Start in Carbon(lale, Ill.
Park, freshman
from Coatesville,
Indiana, was
named Ohio Valey Conference
~ookie of the
Week for Jan. 20.
Park averaged
p<,>ints per
game last week,
oring U against
Eastern lliinois
and 16 against
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Pan earns OVC Rookie

E

of the Week honors
Freshman guard Brittany
Park was named the Ohio
Valley Conference Rookie of
the Week for Jan. 20. In Murray State's two losses during
that week, Park averaged 14.0
points, 5.5 rebounds and 2.5
assists per game.
Park had one of her best
conference p erformances of
the season Saturday as she
connected for 16 points, six
rebounds and a team-high
three assists against Southeast Missouri State.
Heading into the "Death
Valley" road trip, Park is
third on the team in scoring
with 9.6 points per game and
second in assists with 2.4 per
game.
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Fonner MSU golf coach
makes Hall of Fame

!SEMO
Park has
reached double
figures in three
consecutive
games.

Raymond T. "Buddy"
Hewitt, former head coach
for the Murray State men's
golf team, was inducted into
the Golf Coaches Association

Fastfact

-~·

UT·IIartla 81
of America Hall of Fame
Wednesday.
Hewitt, who will be one of
three coaches to enter the
hall, was honored Wednesday night as a part of the
GCAA National Convention
held in Orlando, Florida.
Hewitt was with the Racer
program for 41 years before
retiring last spring. His first
year in 1960 was the first year
that MSU put a men's golf
team on the course. In his
tenure, Hewitt coached s ix
All-Americans, won three
OVC titles and won OVC
Coach of the Year on four different occasions. In Hewitt's
final season, the Racers finished a strong second in the
OVC championships.
Hewitt is probably remembered best for leading his
team to a runner-up finish in
the NCAA Championships in
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Karri W urth/The News

Sports Briefly is compiled by
Assislatrt Sports Editor Chris
fung.

M urray State senior gua rd Shannon Preston tries to drive past a Southeast Missouri defender during the Racers' 71-SS loss Saturday at the Regional Special Events Center. Preston
recorded an assist in the contest a nd is averaging 2.3 points per game this season.
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On Jan. 26, 1986,
William " the
efrigerator'' Perry
~red the last
r:-uicago touchdown
trom the 1-yard line
in Super Bowl XX
as the Bears annil-

hilated the New
England Patriots.
~~~~' at the Super-

OVC Men's
Standings

~

~~~

in New
Orleans. The Bears
outscored their

opponents 456-198 '
Wld wenr 15· 1 in
the regular season.

Tennessee Tech
UT-Martin
Eastern Illinois
Austin Peay
Morehead State
Murray State
Tennessee State
SEMO
Eastern Kentucky

OVC Men's
Basketball Schedule
Saturd;ay
Mul"l'ay SlAte@ Eutern Kentucky,
6:30p.m.
A~tin Peay 0 SEMO. I p m.
Ttnness.ee Tech 0 Tenness..oe State,

5-0
4-2
4-2

4·2

7~"\0p.m.

3-2
3-3

Tenne~see Martin @ Morrhead
State, 7:30p.m.

2-4
1-5
0-6

OVC Women's
Standings
Eastern Kentucky
Tennessee Tech
SEMO
Austin Peay
Morehead State
Murray State
UT-Martin
Eastern Olinois
Tennessee State

1

OVC Women's
Basketball Schedule
6-0
5-1
4-3

S.alurday
Au•ttn Peay (II SEMO, 3:30p.m.
Mul"l'ay SlAte@ Eastern Kentucky.
4:30p.m.
Ten~ Mdrtln & Murfhcdd Stat.!,
-I:JOp.m.

3-3
2-3
2-4
Tenn~ rechO Tenn~State,
2-4 • 5:30 p.m.
2-4

1·5

Intramural Basketbal
Schedule
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RH idefttlll Collesa
Mom

B:>LJ v1. Cl.ark, 7 p m
)acketub,-, ••· Htster 8, ~ p m.
&.v.,.. va. Franktown, 9 p m
THEM .,._ Fin~ I $oM1011. 10 p m.

Thu...t•r
l!e~v~l'$ va. Hester II. 7 p. m
f1n.1l SoluHon "'· BSU, 8 p.m.
)•o<kdobet vs. THEM, 9 p m

F... nLtown v. O..ri<. 10 p.m.
Women
Tuesday
Rf!;<nll n. White, 6 p.m.
Httl<t n. Elll..borlh. 7 p.m
Cl•rk n. Rkkmond, 8 p m.
H•rt vs. Spring••· 9 p m

Thu...tay
lbclunun.J n Elizabeth, 7 p.m
Wlutr va. Hort, 8 p rn.
Hrsler ••· Srronger, 9 p.m.
ClArk VI. kgents, 10 p.m.

C retk Ltoaun
Monctay
AI phi Sigmol'lu va. Lami>IU Oil Alpha, b
p.m.
I'IICoppa Alpko vt. Alplui l ou Om•g•, 7
p.m.
Sig.... AlphA S"~j!m~ VS Alplul C.1111U
Rho.S p.M.
kapp• Alp lui l'sl vs $ogm.1 Chi. 9 p.m.
Wtdn.,.day

s,,,... Chi vo. r. kappa Alpho. 6 p m.

Alpha C.m""' Rho v._ t..mbW Chi Alpha,
1 p.m
Slgnw Alpha S1gma ••· Alpha Iau ( lmrga,
8p.m
kappa Alpllo Pal n "Jpl>• S p Phi. 9
rm

Monday
AIplio Omlaun 1'1 vs. Alpha G•mma !nitA.
7 pm.
TheCtt'W VI BWA.8 pm
S<xs VI. ()wllsiOrm, 9 p.m
Alpha SigtN. Alplla. 10 p.m.
Wtdn...Uy

Quntalo"" VI. AIJ'NI C.mft,. Oolt.a. 7 p.m.
SIJ!I!I.I S1gm.t S•gm• V5. BWA, 8 p.m
Alpha Sigma Alpha vs. Alpha Omtaon 1'1.
9p.m

Need $50?

Rules:
• Your submission must be a piece of writing that YOU have
written during 2001.

•

You can submit in any of the following categories:
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• Health Sciences & Humatt S&rvices
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• Humanities & Fine Arts

Valentine's Day
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• School of Agriculture
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• The DEADLINE is February 1s~ Be sure and submit your piece
with an attached B~st S!t,.~dent ~ay application.
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MSU finishes strong at Illinois Wesleyan
BY TIM ALSOBROOKS
STAff WRITER

The Murray State men's and worn·
en's indoor track teams did not seem
slowed from Winter Break and fared
well in several competitions Saturday
at Olinois Wesleyan in Bloomington.
[)l.

Distance Coach Pablo Sanchez was
pleased with the overall performance
of both teams at the IWU Relays.
"We did a good job overall in every
competition, conl'idering only getting a
few practices in :;ince the holidays,"
Sanchez said. "It can sometimes be
tough after an academic break to get
back in the groove, but it didn't seem to
bother anybody."
'The meet was not scored, but times

and distances were kept. Schools from
Missouri, Ulinois, Kentucky and Indiana were in attendance.
Highlight~ for the women's team
included junior Devon Terry winning
the high jump with a leap of 1.65
meters (five feet, five inches) and
senior Adriane Mayes placing second
in P1e triple jump with a length of 11.19
meters.
"Our jumpers did a real good job.
and many were close to personal
records," Sanchez said. "Also, our distance runners as a group did well for
the first meet after a break."
For the women. senior Emily Hemdon took tirst place in the 3,000-meter
run. finishing with a time of 10.35 minutes. while sophomore Chantal Curtis
came in second in the 55-meter dash

with a time of7.40 seconds.
"Both teams had great performances,
from distance to jumpers, and it felt
good to make a strong showing that
early after Christmas Break,'' Herndon
said. "Many people tied or came close
to personal records on both sides."
Bright spots for the men included
sophomore Jeremy Burkeen finishing
second in the 5.000-meter run with a
lime of 15:36.23 and junior Ryan Davis
coming in just behind .Burkeen at
15:42.57, good enough for founh
place.
''The guys ran well and stayed in a
close group throughout the race, which
is important for team races when they
are scored," Sanchez said.
Also for the men, junior Jay Matheny won the shot put with a toss of 15.14

meters, and sophomore teammate
Brian Knippen threw just short at 15.04
meters and finished second.
Tomorrow the teams head to Carbondale to compete against Southern
Illinois. Both are looking forward tO
continuing a good performance.
''There is going to be around lO
teams. and I can't wait to perhaps get to
compl!te and run against some other
runners to see how I stack up," Hemdon said.
Sanchez said the team will continue
to practice and gear up for the OVC
meets, which will be at Eastern Illinois
on Feb. 22 and 23.
Said Sanchez: ''The main goal is to
keep working hard and do our best in
e\'ery practice and meet from now to
the OVCs."

Rifle team finishes second at tournament

Karri Wurth!The News

BY KEVIN THOMAS

R.V. Brown (left), pictured with a Southeast Missouri basketball player, was the featured speaker Saturday at Christian Youth Night sponsored by the Murray State athletic
department. Brown, minister for the Tampa Bay Buccaneers of the National Football League, focused his message
on the dangers of drugs and violence and how parents can
negate these dangers by becoming a larger part of their
child's life. Brown, who played football at South Carolina
State, has .s poken to youth in 46 countries and 36 states in
the last 17 years. He said he hopes Christian Youth Night
becomes an annual event at MSU.

STAFF WRITER

The Murray State rifle team fin·
ished in second place Jan. 19 at the
James Newkirk Invitational. The
competition was MSU's last before
the Ohio Valley Conference Championships. which took place yesterday.
At the Newkirk Invitational, host
Tennessee Tech won the match with
an aggregate score of 6207. MSU
finished behind TIU with a com·
bined score of 6147, and Tennessee-

Martin finished third with a score of
6117.
Murray State Head Coach Diana
Stone said she did not think: the
match gave an indication of how well
MSU will compete an the Ohio Valley Conference and NCAA Tournaments later this season.
"The team just got back from
Christmas Break, and they had
almost two months off since their last
competition and only four days practice going into this one,'' Stone said.
Hicks led MSU to its second-place

finish with team-high scores in both
the smallbore and air-rille rankings.
A score of 1161 earned Hicks fifth
place in the smallbore rankings.
Hicks said the team needed to
shoot better at the OVC Champion~hips.

"Smallbore wasn't our best showing of the year, but hopefully we got
it out of our system." Hicks said.
In air rifle. Hicks shot a 392 to
earn first place. Overall, she finished
third at the competition.
Other Racers ~ontributing to the

second-place finish were freshman
Crystal Dove (1250 in smallbore and
390 in air rifle) and Roben Purdy
( 1129 in smallbore and 387 in air
rifle).
Senior Jill Livesay Wheeldon :.hot
an 1150 in smallbore and senior J.T.
Hearn shot a 388 in air rille to help
MSU take second place at the invitational.
This weekend the rifle team will
host its annual Roger Withrow Invitational at the Pat Spurgin Rifle
Range at Roy Stewart Stadium.
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Taryn Hansen
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What are we selling: Web-based trnining for all
Mtcrosoft Office Suites from Office 97 thru Office
XP - Powerpoint, Excel, Access, Word, Front Page
etc. Plus, training for Windows. Palm Organizer.
Quick Books, Quicken, Presentation Skills,
Time management, etc ... Basically training for
commonly used software.
The Deal: A one year subscription license for
unlimited use. For MSU Students, Special
$75.00/user
Includes: Pre and post testing, and over 2,500
lessons. the luxury of taking courses over the
internet.
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Documentary promotes civil rights
March:
l!niversity community marches
in remembrance of King legacy
BY A DAM MATHIS
STAFF WRITER

I

From Page 1
Student Government Association Secretary Brett Keohan said he
attended the program to show
SGA's support for a great man in
this country's history.
"It's important to celebrate Martin Luther King's birthday because
he was such an influential figure in
supporting free right' and the equal
treatment of all people," Keohan
said. "It's very important to recognize a man who's done so much for
our country."
Students marched before the
program because it was one of

King's most famous methods of
non-violent protest.
"Marching was something that
was really important to the black
community during the civil-rights
movement," Green said. "It was
one of the main things that led to
integration."
The program featured several
student speakers, a performance by
the St. John Baptist Church College Choir and guest speaker Rev.
C.E. Timberlake, pa-;tor of the First
Street Baptist Church.
"When we celebrate Martin

Luther King's birthday, it is well
that we remember what he taught,
what he lived for and what he died
for.'' Timberlake said. "He
believed love would overcome
hate, justice would overcome injustice, truth would overcome lies."
Tunberlake said even though the
country has made progress in civil
nghts, there are still obstacles to
overcome.
Said Timberlake: "As a people,
as a nation, let us continue the King
legacy with the belief. the hope and
the faith that we shall overcome."

Alcohol:
Restaurants compete for limited business
From Page 1 ·
in Murray," LoPiccolo said.
Elias said it was hard !o speculate
how many more restaurants might
come to Murray or how many
restaurants Murray could logistically

hold. but the increase in restaurant
sales bas been beneficial to Murray's economy.
Said Elias: "One of the biggest
benefits (of the rest.auranl\) we feel

is that it adds a package to keep people in the community and attracts
more visitors from out~ide the community and helps the new shopping
centers attract more customers."

Last Monday, the history
department held a viewing
party of the documentary
"Living the Story: The Civil
Rights Movement in Kentucky" at Sunset Strips.
The viewing was organized
by Ken Wolf. history department chair. Pamela Edwards.
a~sistant history professor,
and Constance Alexander.
member of the Kentucky Oral
History Commission.
The documentary focused
on the struggles of AfricanAmericans in the civil rights
era. Emphasis was placed on
"unknown heroes'' who contributed to the African-American movement.
"Martin Luther King is
important, but somebody had
to be up top, somebody had to
be out in front. but there are
the soldiers behind Martin
Luther King ... look at the
people behind them, find out
who they are," said Tony
Kendall, a graduate student
from Paris, Tenn.
One issue touched upon by
the documentary was the

desegregation of schools and
colleges in Kentucky. Collegiate integration in Kentucky
began in 1949 when the first
African-American student
entered the University of
Kentucky.
"Perhaps the most important mes~age was that Kentucky was ahead of the curve
on integmtion, and Kentucky
is generally seen as being
behind the curve," Wolf said.
Economic. housing and
other forms of discrimination
also were mentioned in the
documentary. In re!>ponse to
discrimination,
AfricanAmericans organized sit-ins,
economic boycotts and political movement~. Two acts.
the 1966 Kentucky Civil
Rights Act and the 1968 Kentucky Fair Hou.;ing Act, both
were targeted at ending discrimination.
"But ru. I reacted to the
things that my predecessors
around the state, AfricanAmerican~ and whites. had to
go through in order to gain a
bit of freedom, I realize that
what I had to deal with was
not that much at all," said
Steve Jone~. a.-;sociate profes-

sor of social work and anthropology.
After the documentary, a
panel discussed the documentary and issues facing African
-Americans today. The panel
included Loyd Arnold, father
of one of the first AfricanAmericans to attend Murr.ty
State: Annazette Fields,
director of Equal Opportunity; Cherie Stubblefield.
African American Student
Services c-oordinator; JOSC!ph
Cartwright, history professor:
Kendall and Jones.
Members of the panel were
a<~ked to express their opinions of the documentary.
··But to hear that it happened so close to home, and
that there were people around
me and near me that made
living a little bit easier and
made the way we live now
possible, was very enlightening for me to see," Stubblefield said.
The general state of
African-American history
and the education of black
students also was discussed.
While improvements have
been made in introducing
black history, some panelists

said that work still needs to
be done.
"I would like to just say for
lhe record, because r have
been one of those people for
many years who believe that
Murray State, along with
other many public institutions, has not done a real
good job of teaching race,"
Jones said.
Cartwright emphasized the
risks
African-American!.
took.
"So, while violence may
not haYe been widespread in
Kentucky, the threat of it certainly wao;," Cartwright said.
"And the folks who were
demonstrating, who were
participating in the. sit-ins,
had to in the face of that
threat."
While some of the more
blatant forms of discrimination have faded, the nation
still has racial issues to work
through.
Said Field\: "What we face
today is much more difficult.
even though we don't have to
walk five miles with a mule. I
think that the battles that we
are facing today as humans
are much more diflicult."
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Organ &Tzssue
DONATION

Share your life. Share your decision~
For 01 free brochure about Organ & TISSue
Donat1on. call 1·800-355-SHARE.

Coalrtion on Donation

/114 1[ [;q 7>~'-'(1114111 .7
C nll 75:1·0700

Mexican Food,
Deli sandYiiches,

All services free of charge

@l

Gil Free Pregnancy Test
lia Information AP.QutALL ChQices
·•r;!J Caring and Ccmfidential Help

Tbe Life Bouse
1S06

~ut Stteet
www.LHouse.org

Murray's Most Unique Gift &Scrap booking Patch
Scrapbooking supplies, Sororitv items, Picture
frames & much much more.
416 Main St.

753-0859

Ken tucky Army Nation al Gu ard is accep ting
applications for Officer Candidate Program s.
This includes Direct Commission,
ROTC I Siinultaneous Memb ersh ip Program
and Office Candidate Sch ool.
BENEFITS INCLUDE-COLLEGE TUITION
ASSISTANCE , in a ddition to th e Army College
Fund and the Montgomery GI Bill.

BBQ &. Full Bar
Open at 11 a.m., 7 Days a Week
1005 Arcadia Circle
(Corner of 1Oth & Arcadia)
759-8866

Call 2nd Lieuten ant Travis Carpenter @
(502) 395-0048 to schedule an appointment
CALL NOW - LIMITED OPENING
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"Amateur at the Apollo"
Talent Show
Say '(BE MINE"
with an ad in
The Murray State News!
It's an unforgettable way to
make someone's day!
,

• Show off your talent
• Cheer on your friends the audience chooses the winner!

